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Who We Are?
We Are the Santez Group

And We Operate as a Part of Pars Energy Tamin Co.
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Increasing demand for specialty chemicals has become one of the key challenges for customers in 

maintaining supply chain continuity as companies' production capacity has declined due to the corona 

(Covid-19) virus.

The emergence of this new challenge comes at a time when buying from safe channels to reduce prices 

and ensure the authenticity of chemicals has always been a concern for buyers.

Relying on its successful experiences and the international network of suppliers, Pars Energy Tamin 

Company, through its executive arm, Santez Group can resolve these challenges and meet the needs of 

customers continuously.
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Santez Group was established in 2013 with an expert commercial and technical team to service in 

chemical analysis, chemical formulation identification, development and manufacturing consulting.

In 2020 Santez Group change its service and focus on supply chemicals from Iran for FullTech Company 

(Located in Erbil, Iraq).

As a result of these activities and a reliable network of suppliers and customers, and also having a good 

market knowledge, the company focused on supply specialty chemicals for different industries in Iran.

In 2021, in order to strengthen the supply capabilities in specialty chemicals from the well-known 

manufacturing companies in World, Santez Group has joined Pars Energy Tamin (P.E.T.) Co. to start a 

new period of its activities as one of the business units of this company.
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About Santez Group

History



Pars Energy Tamin Company was established in 2005 by its founders with adequate experience in the 

energy market including Oil, Gas, in the Upstream sections including Wellhead Operations, Production 

Units, Desalting Plants and Gas Injection Plants. 

The company is oriented towards the supply of main equipment and perform services in the above-

mentioned areas and enjoying competent managers & staff also having good market knowledge “P.E.T” 

has been actively involved in various projects and has successfully delivered quality services and 

packages.

Website: http://www.pars-et.com/

About Pars Energy Tamin

History
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The bluechemGROUP (BCG) is a group of companies and a network of 

distributors with global activities and partners in more than 120 countries.

The group’s success is based on the commitment to lead the automotive industry in developing and 

patenting performance-optimizing and environmentally-friendly products of the highest quality 

expanded by modern workshop, industry and service concepts. Continuous innovation, creativity, 

expertise, strategic operations, global supply chain management and highly motivated employees 

are the foundation of the bluechemGROUP. 

It uses its experiences with international competition, its professional knowledge and know-how as a 

service for the group’s partners and customers. Constant market studies and the ongoing dialogue 

with partners at home and abroad enable the bluechemGROUP to take up new trends and identify 

niche markets thereby guaranteeing the required flexibility in defining offers for certain target 

groups.

Link: https://www.bluechemgroup.com/en/international/

About Pars Energy Tamin

Iran Distributor
of bluechemGroup
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PRO-TEC is a quality brand belonging to the bluechem GROUP that operates 

throughout the world. The PRO-TEC brand stands for highly efficient yet 

environmentally-compatible vehicle chemicals which are developed, tested and 

manufactured in in-house laboratories, test workshops and production shops.

PRO-TEC is available on every continent through a worldwide network of distributors, wholesalers 

and workshops.

The PRO-TEC success story began in 1988 with a mere handful of products that gradually developed 

into the household name so famous throughout the world today. With its central focus on car 

cleaning, car care and car maintenance, the product range is constantly being expanded and 

adapted to the market.

PRO-TEC targets professional users worldwide in the automotive, logistics and industry sectors.

Link: http://www.pro-tec-deutschland.com/en/find-dealer/countries-and-distributors/

About Pars Energy Tamin

Iran Distributor
of PRO-TEC
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CREST is one of the youngest European brands in the Global Oil industry with 

continued focus on cutting edge technology products and innovative Sales 

propositions for our Partners, Customers, Distributors and the Dealers. We have 

developed ambitious long-term business development strategy to develop our 

business and the distribution network across the globe including Europe, North 

America, Russia, CIS countries, Middle East and Africa.

CREST was created in 2001 by a group of successful professionals from Global Oil majors. The 

objective was to fill the gap created by these oil majors in terms of reduced R&D facilities and 

expensive product offerings. Our key focus at CREST is to developing World Class technology 

products with continued focus on Cost & Quality.

Link: http://crestoil.eu/

About Pars Energy Tamin

Iran Distributor
of CREST
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Project Name Location EPC Contractor Vendors / Origin
Produced Water Treatment Unit KaranjPari Petrotech Sun Co. Esco Process & PET (Singapore) 
Produced Water Treatment Unit AbTeymoor Bina Consultant Co. Esco Process (Singapore) 
Crude Oil Indirect Fired Heaters AbTeymoor Bina Consultant Co. Flaretec (UK) 

Plates Frame Heat Exchangers AbTeymoor Bina Consultant Co. Sondex (Denmark) 
Plates Frame Heat Exchangers Mansouri SakhtarFarda Co. Sondex (Denmark) 

Basic Design for Distillation Units 
Khouzestan Heavy 
Refinery 

EIED GSA (UK) 

Basic Design for HRH Unit - RIPI GSA (UK) 
Plates Frame Heat Exchangers MarunIII Tabdil Energy Paya & Petro Faravar Sondex (Denmark) 

IGF Package MarunIII Tabdil Energy Paya & Petro Faravar CEDEC (China) 
Plates Frame Heat Exchangers BibiHakimeh Tehran Berkly &Sadid Sondex (Denmark) 

Plates Frames Heat Exchangers Haftkel MEDCO & Petro Part Sondex (Denmark) 

Pumps (API Pumps) MarunIII Tabdil Energy Paya & Petro Faravar Dalian Danai (China) 
IGF Package Haftkel MEDCO & Petro Part CEDEC (China) 

IGF Package Rag Sefid II Energy Dalan CEDEC (China) 
Produced Water Treatment Unit KaranjPari Petrotech Sun Co. Pars Energy Tamin (PET)
IGF Package Rag Sefid II Energy Dalan Pars Energy Tamin (PET)

IGF Package Ahwaz I Hirbodan Pars Energy Tamin (PET)
Indirect Fired Heaters (6 Set) Marun I-VI Pars Farayand Jonoob & Saeed Sanat Marun

BMS System for Indirect Fired Heater Qeshm Saied Sanat Marun

About Pars Energy Tamin

Some References
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What We Do?
We Supply Specialty Chemicals

That Are Complicated for You to Supply
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Our Service
We supply well-known 
specialty chemicals in 
different industries

Specialty chemicals, also known as performance or fine chemicals, are used as ingredients, to improve 

the performance or function and manufacturing processes of finished products. Unlike commodity 

chemicals which may have dozens of different applications, a specialty chemical only has one or two 

core applications.

They can be single-chemical entities or formulations whose composition influences the performance 

and processing of finished products. Specialty chemistry produces these high-value chemicals, which are 

used in products vital to consumers and industry and subsequently serve a range of important markets.

Due to the widespread and growing use of chemicals in various industries and the impressive role of 

specialty chemicals in the manufacturing of innovative products and despite all complexities in the 

supply of these materials, Santez Group has made its mission to supply specialty chemicals to meet the 

needs of manufacturing companies in different industries.
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Our Services
How do we help solve your production challenges?

Supply

From the wide range of 

chemicals used in various 

industries, we are focused 

on chemical additives and 

we can supply the best 

additives at the most 
reasonable prices

Import

In the case of chemical raw 

materials that can not be 

purchased in Iran or the 

price is not appropriate, we 

can meet your needs by 

using our powerful supply 
network.

Formulation

Using our network of 

experts, we can help you 

solve the challenges of using 

alternative chemical raw 

materials as well as the 

formulation of materials to 

achieve special properties.
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Our Focus Industries
In what industries we can supply specialty chemicals and provide services?

• Oil & Gas Industry

• Petrochemical Industry

• Mining & Metals Industry

• Chemicals Industry

• Energy & Resources Industry

• Aviation & Aerospace Industry

• Marine & Ships Industry

• Automotive & Transportation Industry

• Construction Industry

• Pharmaceuticals & Health Industry

• Personal Care & Hygiene Industry

• Pulp & Paper Industry

• Packaging & Printing Industry

• Home Appliances Industry

• Detergent Industry

• Textile Industry

• Leather Industry

• Sport & Leisure Industry

• Advanced Materials Industry

• Polymer Industry

• Electronics & Electric Industry

• Agriculture Industry

• Water Treatment Industry

• Animal Nutrition Industry

• Food, Beverages & Supplements Industry

• Paint & Coating Industry

• Rubber & Plastics Industry

• Adhesives & Sealants Industry
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Why You Should Select Us?
Because Our Business Principles are Based on Continuous Improving Quality and Building 
a Trust-Based Relationships with Customers to Achieve Mutual Business Sustainability
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Our Values
What sets us apart from other suppliers?

Original Products

We supply original products 

from manufacturers or 

authorized distributors to 

assure you that you can 

continue to grow without 
any concerns and limitations

Fast & Accurate Supply

Our internship supply 

network allows us to meet 

your requirements at the 

most appropriate time and 
with the utmost accuracy

Cost-Effective Supply

We manage our supply 

chain with the fewest 

intermediaries along the way 

and as a result, the purchase 

of chemicals will be done at 

the most reasonable price

Technical Support

With an expert technical 

team and network, we can 

analyze customer needs and 

challenges and propose the 
most consistent products
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Contact us
Tel: +98 21 25917749
Fax: +98 21 41425967
Email: info@santezgroup.com
Website: www.SantezGroup.com
Address: Unit. 602, No. 308, Kolahdouz St., Tehran, Iran


